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During the history of aviation the stresses
sad strains which occur in landing gears during the Initial
part of landing an airplane have not been thoroughly
investigated. In this thesis a study was made of the
stresses and deflections which occurred upon landing*
The response and forces resulting from these dynamic
loads will be of primary concern.
The testing apparatus is located in building
No. 717 » Rosemount Research Center, Rosessount, Minnesota.
The reference material used in developing this
theory, consisting of periodicals and engineering texts,
were obtained from the aeronautical engineering office
and the engineering library of the University of Minne-
sota
.
The author is greatly indebted to h^ofeaaor
J. A. Wise for his guidance and valuable assistance in
the preparation of this paper. Thanks is also due H.
Wood for his liberal collaboration in the construction,
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This Is a preliminary study of the dynamic condi-
tions of s landing gear and covers s range from light
to above average landings. The weight assumed is
approximately two-fifths of the normal static load on
a landing gear* In actual landings an airplane wing
still has lift during its initial phase, therefore,
these assumptions are reasonable*
The experimental work covers the dropping range
from two to five feet per second with varying tire
pressures from twenty-four to forty pounds per square
inch. These two parameters are the only conditions
varied in this report.
A theoretical sample problem is worked for these
conditions: A tire is assumed with 30 pounds per square
inch pressure carrying a total weight of one thousand
and sixty pounds and having a dropping velocity of four
feet per second.
A comparison of this problem is made with the ex-
perimental values. The results indicate that the theo-
retical force is 22 par cent greater than the recorded
data. The period resulting from setting up the equations
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2A moving picture we a mad* of the dropping opera-
tions and is available to show the action in slow motion*
It is filed in Visual education, Westbrook Hall, Univer-





This thesis is the initial study in s projected
series of reports concerning the stresses, strains,
deflections and general information of a landing gear.
This is part of a plan created by the Aeronautical
tngineering Department, University of Minnesota. Only
a limited phase of the subject will be covored in this
paper since the scope of the field is far roachln .
The reason for this limitation is that excessive time
was required in the original construction of the test-
ing apparatus.
First, a method had to be devised to simulate con*
trolled landings similar to those encountered in an
aircraft. This set-up was required to be in a labora-
tory so that accurate readings could be observed and
recorded.
A Navy SHJ landing gear was used for testing pur-
poses. The range of tire pressure was from 2lj. to 1^0
pounds per square inch, while the sinking speeds were
varied from 2 to 5 feet per second. These ranges were
chosen as being close to conventional landing conditions.
The present data gives sufficient information to



















APPARATUS AHD IKS TS
The problem required a setup which would sinula te
the actual landing of an aircraft. A large flywheel
waa desired which would withstand heavy weights and could
be revolved at speeds equivalent to those of landings*
When s flywheel ten feet in disaster was found, an old
reduction gear and teat engine were used for power.
This combination took cars of turning such s large
disc. With this material on hand the drawings of the
pit and assembly were made.













After the apparatus was constructed type 0-1,38-1^
strain gauges, made by Baldwin Southwark Division of
the Baldwin Locomotive Works , were placed on the lower
brace of the landing gear in a to and aft position
opposite each other so the drag forces could be measured.
Also, gauges were placed perpendicularly to those
formerly mentioned in order to measure the axial forces.
To determine the relative displacements between the oleo
and the strut itself a potentiometer with a scissors
lever ana was installed. A cantilever with damper was
placed in an appropriate position, and strain gauges
were properly located to measure the niovement and deflsc-




tlon of the wheel. These gauges can be seen in Pig.
*o. 3.
Fig. Ho. 3
The lends from the strain gauges and the potentio-
meter were brought into a Brush ueeorder which recorded
the different forces and amplitudes. The weight of
the gear was determined by using platform scales and







The method used in calibrating these three pairs
of strain gauges 8nd the one potentiometer ere as
follows:
(*) Aflal 'orcc * The tso opposite gauges on the
fork running parallel to the axis of the s trut measure
this force* The strain analyser was balanced end no
load conditions were recorded. In this manner s rela-
tionship was established between the deflection of the
oscilloscope and the vertical load applied. A full
static load was applied and again readings were re-
corded. In other words, so many millimeters of deflec-
tion on the recorder indicated a known amount of force.
Points between full load and no load were checked end
found in agreement.
(B) Drag Force . These forces were obtained In a
manner very aiallar to those mentioned above. Attention
should be called to the procedure in ihich a horizontal
pressure was applied to the strut. A light cable was
stretched through a pulley where a known weight could be
suspended. The cable can be seen in Fig. JSToa. 1* 3, and
l± m Here, with known loads* the recorder was calibrated.
(C) Cantilever Deflections * The displacement of
the cantilever was rseasured by adjusting the landing
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9lowering toe gear a known deflection was incurred. This
deflection wee recorded on the Brush rtee order. A rela-
tion between landing wheel movement and the recording
instrument was established through this action,
(D) Potentiometer . The potentiometer was the only
article in the Instrumentation which was not linear in
recording characteristics* Here the oleo was deflected
a prescribed amount and recordings were made m This was
necessary because the potentiometer was operated by a
scissors arrangement, and even under these conditions
the values approached a straight line.
Testing procedure was begun when all the instruments
were tested and calibrated. In order to operate the
mechanism the Essex (test engine) was started and allowed
to attain a fair rate of speed before engaging the
reduction gear. Due to the weight of the large flywheel
it was necessary to turn it over manually before tying
in the drive system. ?ven under these conditions there
was a great deal of alipping in the belting arrangement.
This slipping occurred until the flywheel reached an
approximate speed of twenty-five revolutions per minute.
From this point the engine assumed control and was able
to develop the speeds which were obtained during this
study. The speeds were measured by a strobotac.
Upon reaching certain flywheel speeds, the operation
shifted to where the strain gauges and controls for
dropping had been placed. A quick release mechanism








was fastened to an overhead hoist and elevated the
dropping arm to a height which would give the desired
sinking speed* Drops were made from heights to represent
one to seven feet per second velocity at striking*
When the dropping arm was at a desired level the
aratus was ready to simulate a landing* The Brush
oscilloscopes were started end the quick release mechan-
ism was tripped* The forces and deflections which
occurred during the first few seconds at each landing
were recorded* This procedure was repeated for the
various dropping heights 9n& tire pressures until tho
data was completed*
Uotion pictures were made of drops, l^lg* Hos. 10
through 12* at a rate of one hundred frames ps r second*

DISCtfSSIOH
A strut angle of twenty-four degrees wee chosen
as the optimum angle of suspension* It was used as a
point of departure for this thesis work and was suggested
from another thesis developed simultaneously by H, Wood.
Only the forces up and down the strut are considered
in developing the theory. This decision was made since
the gear was in what was estimated to be the best angle.
The horizontal force problem which is neglected in
this study is mentioned in the following remarks:
First: This force nsay be solved by equating inter-
nal energy to the external energy, but varying sectional
moments of inertia pose another condition.
Second: In noting Fig. Koa, 3 to 23 Inclusive,
the drag and axial forces act in a uniform manner.
Studying the areas under the force time curves might
lead to a solution.
Third: A dynamic study of bearing friction and
friction when striking contacts are made, may point to
an answer of the drag force resulting from landing.
Drag force is a function of friction and is of major
1
"A Study of Dynamic Forces in Aircraft Landing
(tear Struts with Rel&tion to the Optimum Angle of ?ua«
pension" , H, ?ood, A Thesis for Degree of Waster of







importance, A system of vectors and a knowledge of
abrasion night suggest a solution.
The damping constant of the oleo was computed as
follows for all the runs taken at twenty-four degrees.
The axial force was known at a given time along with the
spring constant of the strut. The amount by which the
landing gear deflected for the above period of time was
also known. These, too, were obtained from Fig, Eos,
8 through 23, since
F • CX + kX
C can be obtained, Following this the average value
of C from all the readings was computed.
The spring constants for the system were computed
by applying static loads to ths gear and measuring the
deflections of the tire and oleo. By repeating this
process a sufficient number of tines a rather constant
graph was obtained, F*ig« ^T o, 7*
The original proposal of this thesis was to study
the variations of five parameters, but because of
mechanical failure of the driving apparatus only two--
dro - velocity end tire pressure—were investigated.
In the design of the apparatus a curvilinear drop
is used instead of a true vertical motion, a pivot
point is located in line with the top of the large fly-
wheel Joining a drop ing arm, refore, from the time




the strut is completely deflected, the landing strut
change* angle from one to two degrees. The amount of
change depends on the original angle setting* The
suspension angle is Urn angle referred to when the
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Cantilever - 1 mm - .375"
Potentiometer - Refer to Fig, Mo. 5 ,
Calibration:
Drag - 1 mm - 22Q#
Axial - 5 ram = 930$
:
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Strut Angle - 24°
freight - 1060?;/
Paper 5 peed 125 mm/sec
Fir. No. 8
Tire Fressure - 21$
Landing Velocity - 58 FP5




















Drae - 1 mm 220#
Axial - 5 mm « 930#
Cantilever - 1 mm = .375"
Potentiometer - Refer to Fig. No.
c
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Strut Angle - 24°
freight - 1060#
Paper Speed 125 mm/sec
Fip. No. 9
Tire Pressure - 2Uti
Landing Velocity - 58 FPS
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Drar - 1 ram - 22C#
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Axial - 5 Eim - 930# Potentiomet e
/ GantL_U h
Cantilever ,- 1 ram « .375"



























Strut A::rle - 24°
, /eight - 1060tf
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec
Flp. No. 10
Tire Pressure - 24#
Landing Velocity - 5*3 FPS
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Drap- - 1 ram * 220#
Axial - 5 mm - 930;?
i._lA_ \ \-V"-\ J
Cantilever - 1 mm •375"
Potentiometer - Kefer Pig. No. 5«
._ Cantilever
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CHART NO BL 9C9 j H DEVELOPME NT C
Fir. No. 11
Date: 7/10/A9
Strut Anrle - 24°
height - 1060#
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec.
Tire Pressure - 2A#
Landing Velocity - 53 FPS.













Drag - 1 mm • 11C# Cantilever -lm* .416»-
Axial











Strut Angle - 24°
Weight - 106Q#
Brush Speed 125 rom/eec.
Fig. No. 12
Tire Pressure - 30#
Landing Velocity - 55.5 FPS




EVELOPMENT CO. printed - - LJ 5
\
Calibration:
Drag - 1 mm = 110#
Axial - 5 mm = 835#
Cantilever - 1 mm » .Al6"
Potentiometer - Refer to Fig. No. 5.
Cantilever ^





1 L 1 1-
Date: 7/13/49
Strut Anple - ?M°
ight - 10600
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec.
Tire Pressure - 3Q#
Landing Velocity - 55.5 FPS.










Drag - 1 ram = 110#
Axial - 5 mm - 835#
Cantilever - 1 mm = .416"
potentiometer - Refer to Fig. No. 5
T
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Strut Angle - 24°
Weight - 1060#
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec.
Fig. NO. H
Tire Pressure - 3Q#
Landing Velocity - 55.5 FPS
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Drag - 1 ram = 110# Cantilever - 1 mm • ./+16"




















Strut Angle - 2h°
RTeight - 1060#
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec.
Pig. No. 15
Tire Pressure - 30#
Landing Velocity - 55.5 FPS


















Drag - 1 ram = 11Q# Cantilever - 1 ram s .416
















Strut Angle - 24°
Weight - 1060#
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec
Fir. Wo. 16
Tire Pressure 35#
Landing Velocity - 56 FPS




















Drag - 1 mm * 110# Cantilever - 1 mm .416"









^HARI NO. BL909 THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO.
Date: 7/13/49
Strut Angle - 24°
./eight - 106C#






Landing Velocity - 56 FPS




















Drag - 1 ram = 110//
Axial - 5 mm « 835#
Cantilever -Ins .416"
Potentiometer - Kefer to Fig. No. 5.
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Tire Pressure - 35#
Landing Velocity - 56 FPS










Drag - 1 ram = 110#
Axial - $ mm - 835#
Cantilever -limn" .416"
Potentiometer - Rei'er to Fig. No. 5.
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Date: 7/13/49
Strut Angle - 24°
Weight - 106Q#
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec.
Fig. No. 19
Tire Pressure - 35#
Landing Velocity - 56 FPS
Dropping Velocity - 5 FPS„

29





5 \V \ V
Calibration:
Drag - 1 ram - 11C#
Axial - 5 nan » 835#
Cantilever-1 rmn - .208"
Potentiometer - Refer to Fig. No. 5
Pm4m rHmmm' r.i. 1 I f • / IF i i : - ; /
Date: 7/13A9
Strut Angle - 24°
Weight - 1060#
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec.
Fig. Mo. 20
Tire Pressure - A£#
Landing Velocity - 56 FPS.











Axial - 5 mm • 835#
Cantilever - 1 ram • .208"
















Strut Angle - 24°
Weight - 1060#
Brush Sueed 125 mm/sec
Fig. No. 21
Tire Pressure - 40#
Landing Velocity -56 FFS.

















Drag - 1 mm s HQ#
Axial - $ mm • 835#
Cantilever - 1 mm « .208"
Potentiometer - Refer to Fig, No, 5 #
/ SIP
I M i Cantilever
-
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, fotenti6meter
Date: 7/13/49
Stmt Angle - 24°
Weight - 1060#
Brush Speed 125 mm/sec.
Fig. No. 22
Tire Pressure ~ UOft
Landing Velocity - 56 FPS.
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Drag - 1 mm - 110#
Axial - 5 mm s 835#
Axial
Cantilever - 1 mm • .208"














Strut Anrle - 2h°
Weight - 106C#
Bru3h .Sreed 125 mm/sec.
Fig. No. 23
Tire Pressure - 40#
Landing Velocity - 56 FPS.
Dropping Velocity - 5 FPS.

PARI SOU OP TUB TBST AMD THEORY
The following problem incorporate the constants
computed Into the theory developed.
»! s 939 #
w2 • 121 #
»! = 29.16 #aee.2/ft.
^2 s 3.76 #aec. 2/ft.













k2 « 11230 #/ft.
eff
-Ai « -.09I+. ft.




DKTKHMIHATIGB 0? (C) DAMPIHG C08STAKT
Example
:
Prom Fig. Ho. 1I4.
aT t « .Oi^ sec.
x " dt * "Tot * 2^ **•/••«•
R2 » 69 #/in.
F » 2g£ x 835 # 1615 #
Oleo Deflection * 1.07 inches
P»CJ + R^x
I6l5 * 8&M + 69 x 1.07
a

























*i - Cfj^ . i2 ) - kx (xi - X2> *
-1*2 X2 - *Z*2 + ^i **1 - x2 ) 4 °**1 - *2 ) *
Or







53 » -7.31 -i 16.65
S^ s -7.31 +i 16.65
A a ^ A» A a -50.03A»
B a #2 B f B a -.l4lB f
* ?l c* C « .663 4 i .36z
D s ^ D' D a .663 - 1 .362




—1; pi a iii
= i 236,359.B2j A» a ,00745;
E
x
a i 2133.93; m » -.01699;
^2 -1 4%6.03; « -.052 t i .112;
•3 » -32.145 - i 14.91 D« a -.052 - i .112;




I « -.131 i .029;
* -•131 - i •029J
coa. l6.6£t t .058 aln l6.6$t)
x2 » .(K)7^5a"
2759t
- .0l699e-178#62t * *-? * 31 (-104
coa. l6.65t + *ttfe aln l6.65t)
Frequency,
f








There it a close agreement between the test date
and the theory. The computed period of vibration is
• 377 seconds whereas the experimental period is. 388
seconds. The theory Is within 2*8 per cent of the experi-
mental values* The theoretical maximum force for the
landing gear's dropping velocity of four feet per second
shows an axial force of 2%k& pounds. An experimental
force, 1910 pounds, was indicated on the Brush recorder.
The association between these two values is not as close
as that of the period previously tsentioned. The affi-
nity between the maximum theoretical force is 22 per cent
greater than in the experimental axial load.
From Pig. Nos. 6 \: 7 an; chosen the values of spring
constant used in the illustrated problem. These values
are not true constants, but are assumed to be in order
to simplify computations. For example, as the air com-
pressed in the oleOjthe force versus distance curve
was not of a linear relation. This was also true for
the tire. In other words, these "spring constants" are
not in reality, constant. Had they been a true constant
the agreement between the theoretical and experimental
would have been closer.
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Maximum Initial 4.xial Torce vs. Tire 'Pressure
;
For Different -£roj>oing Telocity




The data of this experiment indicates that the
theory and the experimental results agree quite closely.
As the tire pressure increasss the axial force
increases. At the slower striking velocities the effect
of the tire pressure is not as noticeable as when the
vertical forces are of a greater magnitude. In Pig,
Ho, 2$ there is an indication that the axial force
increases by the square as the dropping velocity in-
creases linearly. On log paper (Fig, Ho, 2$) the graph
shows equal distances between the curves at constant
tire pressure. These equal distances increase between
the curves as the pressure of the tire bee uses greater,
This gives an increasing slope, Fig, ®o, 26 shows a
better picture of this slope and indicates more clearly
that as the tire pressure increases the force along the
strut increases,
lioth the Brush Recorder and motion picture show
that a temporary frequency is introduced into the system
during the first phase of landing i-pact of the landing
gear. This frequency results from the drag forces im-
posed on the strut, and the vertical vibrations of the
tire. The film indicates that the landing gear, after














The theoretical and experimental development points
out that critical damping for the oleo had been reached.
It is recommended that a more complete study be
made of the "spring constants", damping characteristics,












k^ » spring con-
stant of 01 ©o
strut







» weight of air-
plans





1 s imaginary unit
s s complex frequency
From the forces acting on this diagram the equation of
motion can be written,
(1) - mxix - c(*x • *%) - kx (*X - X2) •
(2) - mgtg - k2«2 + kl^ xl "* *2' + C <*1 " ^ s °
Let: xx • Ae
st





at i2 * ******
Subs, in (1) and (2) the following results
(3) (~mx s2 - cs - k^Aeat 4 Be** (cs + kx )





















The a»* cancel*—Then putting into determinant form and
solve for 9 (which ia the frmq.)
(5)
(6)
-m^e^ - es - k\
ca + kx - .
Ca + kx
- ea - kx • kg
»
Solve the reeultant equation
(7) Kx8^* 4 t m\ * »2) CJ>3 4 (kx«x + kjiBg 4 k2»x)S
l
v kgca * ^1^2 9 °
Letting * « U* * "g ) c
b . *f1 » *1*2 » legal
OTJ
«X»2
(8) *k 4 aa3 4 ba2 4 cs 4 d «
Brota "approximate factorisation" gives a relative close
solution for this equation under certain c ondit Ions:
f(s) i (»2 4 as 4 b) (s2 4 fa 4 $) «
(9) alf2
ttr\\ , * C +TMm2 L <*do) 83,1^ '-], -Wg)^^
2





Synthetic dlviaion give better reaulta.
following can be written:
Ith this, the
(11) xx * Ae«l* * Be*2t + Ce»3* 4 De'ij*
(12) x2 « A'e
8** # B»e*2* + 0*0*3* * B'e*^
Then put A in terms of A«
(-a^a2 - ca • k^)A t (Ca t k1 )A*
(cs * k^)A * (-m^a2 • e8 - ki - kgjA*
or
(13) A «
C *X + kl





W1S22 <* ca2 «f
/, *« ~ cs3 * ^1





Ml«l^ ««4 «t kx
I
' = ^P»
low aet up bound&ry conditions
at t s *1 s "A, *2 s " A2
1^ s to ko « '
where - A^ and ~^ 2 0<5U&1 til<s distance froa center of
mass to equilibrium position





(1?) -A 1 • A**1* t 1**2% * ?>**** * EnA%
(18) -4 2 • &***
xt
*rf" + - f«*3* * r*/|P
Let V • The drop In?: velocity of ttia landing gear
and taking derivatives givoe





(20) Va m S^e*!* « 3*2* * S3C»0»3
t
* fr*1^
Hearitlng C17) end (19)
(£1)
-Ai ^••*lt e $&'**& * jr3c»*ll3t * f^
(22) V • Stff^e*1* t tyfe****2* * ^C***3* •






















-jig 1 1 % * 1 1 1 -4 2
h. *2 *1 *-, *1 H h "4l
H s2 vc % sl 32 s3 vo
&i#i $202 ?o w SX X ^2#2 s3#3 *o
A* »
-Ji | B* «^2 ; c« * -J2 . j)t a
Substituting In (11) end (1?) the equation*, of isotion
result*
(23) n * £ ^.i* t j? fc.*2t « Jl #3.»3* 4
(2U) «2 » JL ,«it , |S a.2t „ |2 ,.3t , |t .v
Let «x» s2» s3» <k&^ *k ^e oooplex roots,
or*
»X a *1 * l*> x *3 * a2 * *^2
*2 * al * ic0 l % * a2 * ico 2
Again (II) and (12) can be written
(25) X! = A.«*l * *<»%** . 3i«l - *>1>« , C.****** 1
*









4i#t « cos mt 4 i ain aft
{?.$) and (26) are written:
(27) «i « AeAte+i«lt * ^ilV^t f ee*2t**i*2t
(28) x2 s A'e^V1*!* 4 B^lV 1*!* +• C»e*2^
,+i*2t
+ D t #*2Vi*2t
(29) X! * (A coa m^t + Al ain i^t) e*^ 4 e a2 1
(Beoa m^t - Bi aia rn^t) + a* (C coa
a*2 t 4 Ci sin a^t) 4 e
&2t (I coa m^t -
01 ain mgt)
(30) X2 • U'coa mit 4 AU ain e^t^l* 4 eal t
(B'coa # t - «! sin a^t) 4 e*<
coa e^t 4 C»i sin mgt) + 0fL
ef^t - D f i sin H^t)
Combining (29) and (30) ualng De Moive's Theorem
(3D «i * •*!* (n xeoa »x t 4 C2 ain e^t) t e*







(32) x2 * o*1* W** cos #i t + V *ln *i t5 *
•*2t (C
3
« cos *£t - C^» sin m2t)
where
Ci « (A B)
Cg « (A - B)i
C3 5 ({! 4 D)
% 9 (t « Mi
e#- * (a» f b»)
C t^ 5 (cm nt)
C»K*« It' - DM I
'
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